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Do the Purl-Twist Headband   
By Lee Samsami Stein 
Purl Twist is the name of a cool looking fabric, that’s easy to 
do, and sounds like a dance! Do the Purl Twist! It’s literally 
that easy! You can make this while watching tv.  

Note:  Since this project is knitted in the round, you’ll 
notice that the “pretty side” of the fabric will actually be on 
the “wrong side” of your headband. No matter. That’s just 
how it comes out. You can use a solid color yarn or a 
variegated yarn and the patterns works! Either way, you’ll 
get a nifty, warm headband in a day! 

Suggested Yarn Usage: Noro Obi, Malabrigo worsted, 
Madelinetosh Vintage, or equal subtitute. 

Materials: Approx. 100 yds worsted weight yarn,  
Size US7 16” circular needles, stitch marker 

Gauge: 20 sts  = 4” over 20 rows in k2p2 

Finished Measurements: To fit S/M (20-22”), L/XL (23”+). 
L/XL cast-on number is in parentheses. 

 

 

 

Instructions: 

With US Size 7 needles, cast on 80 (84) stitches. Place a 
marker and join in the round being careful not to twist 
stitches; k2p2 for 1.5 inches. 
 
Round 1: Purl Twist stitch* all the way around (see 
detailed instructions below). 
Round 2: Purl to end of round. 
Repeat rows 1 and 2 for 2 inches. 
 
Finish: k2p2 for 1.5 inches. Cast off loosely in k2p2. Cut yarn, pull through the center top, (turn the headband inside-out 
so the pretty side is on the outside) and weave in ends. Wear with joy! 
 
Instructions on the Purl Twist stitch: 
- Purl 2 together, but don't take that stitch off the left needle!  
- You're going to put your needle in between those two stitches that you just purled together… 
- Purl the first stitch. Now pull the newly separated stitches off the needle.  
What you have is a stitch that was a P2tog, but you separated it into two new stitches. On the next round, you're going 
to purl across as you would normally.  
 
Here's a link to a video for all you right-brainers: https://youtu.be/6fkG2eVzkSk 
 

 


